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Love time, love time can't you understand when it is
Two hearts true hearts all the world is full of loving

loving time Birds sing bells ring,
sweet hearts I'll bring the ring,

love just seems to ring with every chime, Ding dong dong
to the pealing of each silvery chime, Ding dong dong
ding, loves messages they bring.
ding, all nature seems in rhyme.

Chorus.

When the angelus is ringing in the belfry on the hill,
And the whip-poorwill is singing
in the night, when all is still,
I am waiting for the

When The Angelus
time when I can come to you and sing loves sweet song.

While the sil-v’ry bells peal out their dong ding

dong, Down the road of love we’ll wan-der ’mid the vi-o-lets per-
fume to the lit-tle cot-tage yon-der

When The Angelus
when we'll spend our honey moon;
And as we

go through life from year to year,
Cares and worries

disappear,
when the angelus is ringing,

dear,
when the angelus is dear,

When The Angelus
TRY THIS ON YOUR PIANO
IF I HAD YOU.

By IRVING BERLIN

CHORUS

If I had you

To

just be around when I'm blue, A "Four

by Two" would be like a mansion on

Fifth Avenue. I wouldn't change places with Carne-
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